Texture Analysis Based on Auto-Mutual Information for Classifying Breast Lesions with Ultrasound.
Described here is a novel texture extraction method based on auto-mutual information (AMI) for classifying breast lesions. The objective is to extract discriminating information found in the non-linear relationship of textures in breast ultrasound (BUS) images. The AMI method performs three basic tasks: (i) it transforms the input image using the ranklet transform to handle intensity variations of BUS images acquired with distinct ultrasound scanners; (ii) it extracts the AMI-based texture features in the horizontal and vertical directions from each ranklet image; and (iii) it classifies the breast lesions into benign and malignant classes, in which a support-vector machine is used as the underlying classifier. The image data set is composed of 2050 BUS images consisting of 1347 benign and 703 malignant tumors. Additionally, nine commonly used texture extraction methods proposed in the literature for BUS analysis are compared with the AMI method. The bootstrap method, which considers 1000 bootstrap samples, is used to evaluate classification performance. The experimental results indicate that the proposed approach outperforms its counterparts in terms of area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, sensitivity, specificity and Matthews correlation coefficient, with values of 0.82, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.63, respectively. These results suggest that the AMI method is suitable for breast lesion classification systems.